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(prologue)
elephant marathon
trumpets and thumps
thunders and trunks
trampoline tramps
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Bud first
Bud come to Canda
Torono Innemeshnal Airpor Lasses in sandals
Dudes in dixie shorts.
Bud sweat & swear
In Bud flannels shirts & overcoats
Mum tell: make sure to pack
The sweaters mufflers gloves earflaps
Wool pants wool underpants wool socks
And stockings for in case o f thermal shock
The news say to be cold there please
Be careful drink your vitamins write back
But no, it snow!
And fashion show!
Short-skirt! Tank-top!
Bare-belly!
It’s almost like you enter in the telly, Bud think,
only the armpits could not be so sm elling...
So Bud cant help
but wanting for a shower
And for a toilet to o —
Bud only see the womans here
Bud never think to see so many womans
So many color and so fair
But Bags and Backpacks beg
and Bud ju st cant betray them there
to stranger outcome and to foreign stare
So Bud hold on and hope and prayer
O god, at least in bus to be a mans room spare...
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Bud buy a Ticket
Hi, I should have a reservation here...
For Rupert Q ...
Boarding, no pass, today at 7 3 0 ...
And my confirmation number is...

(flip flip)
PK1Z3602.
AhaI
W ell, sir, can I have your name?
Oo, ‘msorry, u h h ...
Sir?
B ye...

Bey?
B-A-Y-I-L-I...

That’s right...
(phee)
U hh...
But you can call m e Bud though.
Is this your last name, sir?
O h...no
Damn!
n o ... it’s...
If-Star-Tea...
E -V -...
Wait*
Let m e...
Damn ID ...
Evsteteev?
Oh! Y eah...
(chshh)
That’s m e...
U hh.. .Right there...
In your...

Sheet!
O bay. I think I need a p ee...
W ell, sir, can you hold on a second form e, please?
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Space boy
From out o f my pocket
I’ll take a rocket.
Up in the sky
I will fly.
To other planets
with fewer tenets,
fewer circumstances
and more cat dances.
Here already
the floor is unsteady,
the river fumes,
the air booms.
I want to see Sirius
and play with Small Dog,
and smoke the peace pipe with
Great Bear and Hedgehog.
I promise to Daddy
to be ever ready
to take risks for friends
and challenge commands.
To Mummy I promise
to watch out for comets
and black holes or m eteor shocks
to be in bed
by ten o’clock.
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Bod Accident
Bud get o ff
first door o f the bus
Bud run across
Matt ride in front seat
past a bus
Matt see bag o f potatoes first
Bud hear awful screech
on left
Bud turn his head
Doug drive in front seat
hit the brakes
Doug turn a steel wheel
Bud catch his syllable
half out
Bud try to stop
Car stop and skip
in place
Car buckles cling to belts
Bird on her way to sea
look down
Bird see a question drawn
Bud safe on other side
ofroad
Bud hear asphalt m elt
“You crazy fucker!”
Doug shout
“Want get killed?!”
Matt sit back
let a sigh
Matt glasses blur
Bud tread on tar
Bud legs
grow hammer feet
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Bud step light
not to shatter Jar
Jar in Bud stomach thin
Bud hear bus start
Bud guilty
not look back
Bud sense things
all around
accelerate
Bird flap away
Doug switch in gear
M att wipe sweat
Bus drive off
Bud head for w hat next
await
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&
& the crackling o f the fire
& the croaking o f the crows
& the crumbling o f the bulwarks I’v e erected to protect me from well-wishers
& the cringing on contact
& the crouching on the floor
& the crunching o f the snow under the soles o f the boots I brought thinking o f winter
& the christening o f the baby
& the crusting on the cake
& the crossing o f the street every day with a mind o f its own & a crash & a crush
& the cresting o f the hill
& the crawling under the sheets
& the crying out o f a cry out o f a cry out o f abelly shame into a pillow shush
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one condom left
I’ve got one condom left
to remind m e o f summer
I had three then for just in case
this last one though, I remember
I thought I had to put on
to save you the m ess...
we were up in the mountains
up above 9000 feet
no rivers nor water even to drink
and we were in this hut
more like a wooden box really
wooden beds, dirty blankets
lucky we had our sleeping bags
so we’re up in the top bunk
and the condom 's down
in the backpack or some place
and then Pete’s trying to sleep
and the bags are rustling
and I’m worried I haven’t washed
in three days...
it was funny next morning
when I m et you outside
for a piss, and you said you never cared,
you were so hom y
you couldn’t sleep,
you could so tell I was em barrassed...
so I said, well, do you see now
how it is when guys have to do
without coming?
and you said, oh, you bastard...
but you needn’t have
I was already kicking m yself
for being so worried
and so thoughtful, as always,
and I’m kicking m yself now
that I think o f die whole thing
and all I’ve got left
is this condom.
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Life in the trenches
I . (arrive and rent)
Finally Windsore ice - campus police and to a dorm Rashid - offer take suitcase - just
five minute drive—
First thirst on Bud agenda - refill the water tank - leave room for bathroom and be sure door snap and lock and clank—
Bud start and startle - what about the soap - the fishbowl empty o f a sudden - the fishes
twirl and hurtle —
I f not so tragic would - be funny or ironic cross - Bud mind in supersonic - pause then
flinch fast forward —
Faux pas if it is first - is natural is fist - is trust is trip is karma cutter - is lucky Rashid
still around Still key have too smile - cher Rashid, I’d like to - kiss you to pieces oh - if I were not
so simple mind and hearted.
That end first night - after a long day o f disconsolation —plane macaroni and bus pasta stale smell o f dust and blankets and the frost outside.

Day one look - for a place - threat face and linger o f - expulsion Rashid assure no way - you gonna kicked out in three days - meet Yassen, Sharon,
K um anBud think yes yes - call landlords and pore o v e r- lease regulations - first last smoker
furnished parking space—
Kuman exclaim - you gonna flip so many - magazines and brochures - mad are you
bookworm why relax —

One problem holiday—best people gone —or answering machines - telephone booth knee
jerk - and gesture to the ceiling —
Another problem b est—already took - already usurpafed occupeered—bamcayed —
Only old lady say - call it a day but I got —m e husband shovelling snow on Indie Road —
and me son looking for a guy Two numbers - one o f them a cell —so worth a call a ery a try So Bud push play m o re-o n c e the one rin g s—twice the other-answ ers —

O h I ju st spoken with m y m om —on other phone—w ait till I close dow n—when you care
to come? —
Tomorrow I get haircut b u t—around one?—all right - until then.
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In meantime Bud lean —on banana and on vegetable soup —in other part o f town - nice
grandpa - couldn’t be found but fo r—
A friend gave him the m essage - oh - chap from Chee Niya - over over come - 1 wait I
cook I one—

So in those hungry - days o f old - and pictures o f foe grandpa from foe war - how can
refuse Bud crumb cake or dam chowder—for that moreover furthermore You vegetarian - so be I —would nevermind shovel foe driveway snow —would never
mind those icebergs flow foe river down foe porch foe second floor—
Own phone!? - Wow, Mister Tau - banana is in fact masculine see —gender depend on
ending to extent —not just on sex or censor senses So a banana—please - you would agree —now look at it - although in fact - if end in
“ana” not in “an” - more likely Amazon than Crete—
Well well - 1 say - 1never such did see - so raw and harsh with crew cut - but so mild when smile —
Bud sm ile - nice geezer - Bud converted - w ith all banana broth and cake - with all
cheap meal and deal - own phone and gorgeous upstair view Bud never take account - into far buses and expensive rides —and quick and agile
graduate persons paying - for both bedrooms for two months in advance -

So answering machines work hard next day —Bud cancel all else but for Bob - who had
nice haircut and prom ised—bed and a chair—
No sooner Bud prefer—tell him in person —than fate throw in dice —
Little surprise when late that night - Bud find misfortune with the age - and furious and
resigned at one’s —gullible and the other’s venal Decide to side with Bob and sleep on carpet floor four nights It turn out good —choice close to campus pampas —even if breezy freezy and a ta d undergrad.
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Campus Police
Immature amateur immature amateur
Got kicked out
Got kicked out
Plastic pop m etal cans plastic pop metal cans
W reak wreck rout
W reak wreck rout
Dawn died riverside dawn died riverside
Goon gone gun
Goon gone gun
Credit card boulevard credit card boulevard
Ding dong dung
Ding dong dung
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basement god
oh, basement god,
I know you’re watching me,
through those glasses o f yours
on the wall o f my room.
is it fun to flip
your kaleidoscope box
and observe the cut-outs dance
and the mess?
it must be a treat
to see the papers pile up
in improbable heaps,
or the clothes...
and to watch as I struggle
to keep track o f socks
or fumble my way
to the bed at night.
you must hate when I go though,
when I lock up and leave,
you must think up
so many elaborate punishm ents...
but don’t worry,
I know how it feels to be empty,
plus I’m probably staying
for at least another year or two.
so why sulk?
I don’t like when that cloud
comes to sit like a tear
on the brink o f your eye.
let me strip for you.
let m e show you m y number,
oh, I know that you like it
and I think I can do
pretty well for an am ateur dancer.
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Underground
Underground - under a ground—under a lan d—head in the sand —palms in the pan —
eyes on the screen - nails in the spleen - bile by the mile - gas only last - fry only dry —
heart from Wal-Mart
Underground - under a land - land o f the free - manned by the m eek - ban o f the week conspiracy leak - diplomacy cheek - beak o r a bum - boob o f the m onth - man on the
m oon—tycoon typhoon —any tim e soon
Underground - under a street - Wall Street no less - swim meet confess - kill twenty
mice are you - call twenty m iles have you —rent twenty tails done you - run twenty
clicks can you
Underground - under a pound—under a gram —cocaine and ham —pork-chop and lamb —
true love and sham - m y love and hers - our house and hearse - nestle and snuggle —hem
in and bubble - leg hairs and stubble - Telescope Hubble
Underground - under a mound found - in a tomb room - in a hom e dome - under a ro o f
spoof - over the top shop - right on the money honey - straight from the tap chap
Underground - by an agreement bound - by default salt - by m istake steak - by the book
abide - by the brook stride - by and by a bed - by and large a shed - by rule o f thumb
hum —by June or jam o r scram .
Underground - underder gragra - woonderder groogroo - wonderder grumgrum ondurdur drummermer - ram ram - gour gour - oumberber dreamdream - droomermer
grimgrim - omomdim damndamn - orderder glan...
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Bud bungee banshee
1.
so many new words
left and right
i f I am careful
I can catch them
such m otley beads
spilling and slipping
under the sofa
where it’s hard to reach
for crying out loud,
did she ju st say that
or am I dreaming
o f textbooks speaking
for crying out
four crying
for god’s sake
saki sake cassis
ooh, tongue ring
sing sang sung
I want to eat your every crumb
I want to kiss you mouth
sweet m outh
sweet syllable swill south
and you, breast,
you that breathed so brave
I want to hug you
hughug
h iim h iim

soma soma
rumm

2.
Academy!
A Canned Worm!
I know You,
Concrete Canker!
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Cantankerous Curse!
I know!
You wish to Shut me
in this Box
and suck me Dry
o f Sap!
well,
kiss my Ass!
I’m going Fishing!
imagine This!
Kerfuffle!
Schmoozing!
Shrubs!
Ha!
Demi-Can!
Mid-Candor!
Cataract!
Try catch m e i f you Cactus,
Wuss!
3.
it is a curious spur
a spurious curse
to smell so weird
and from bad to worse
I never seen it
never knowed
I had been goofing
all aboard
I had been all set
with no clue
I had been shingle
on a ro o f
I being been
and growing grown
had saying said
and having had
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had lying laid
and laying lain
from iffy lad
to m uffin man
from cagey cool
to blabbing fool
from bully brat
to country cat
from spinach dip
to pasta sauce
from plastic plates
to hugo boss
from veggie combo
to cuisine
why are good coffee shops so few
and far between?
why is a crumb cake crumb?
how does a stir fry stir?
why is to go no good
if draught is better than fast food?
why is manana cool
why do piranhas rule
why do they go to school
why are such questions bull?

4.
I have known better
than to ask
I take it to intuit
is m y task.
(I never take off
m y omniscient mask.)
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oops
mustard been m e
I donut Noah
more than worms
I finance bowels
o f course it’s all those
silly bulls and constant ants
to make a perfect praise
into a toad!
now I have to wear boobs
not to sleep over boar
not to mention stress!
I’m all Veggie now ...
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W ater P istol
I loved to shoot my water pistol when I first got it, it was nice to know I had one at last,
nice to feel the trigger smooth and silk and about to give way, and to see the suspecting
targets cringe away and wave their hands in front o f their faces. Late at night on the
balcony I would wave too, at the invaders, water pistol in hand. During the day I would
shoot from the top o f the hillock o f loose earth dug up by the bulldozers in front o f our
building, they would constantly dig ditches for telephone cables or heating pipes.
We would have warring parties and I would brandish the water pistol, perched on the
bulwark, at the enemy over across the m oat Me and my bunch would speed down and
jump over the chasm and aboard the ship o f the foes and then there would be a truce. W e
would excavate pieces o f tire and broken toy truck plastic and nylon bags, and curse the
huge chunks o f earth that were hard as rocks and rooted like icebergs in the crumbling
slopes o f the hills.
Once I didn’t make it across the ditch and bruised my face bad. I was scared my mother
would scold me, and when I held the door o f the lift to my nose for her, I only showed the
half o f my face that was good.
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B ad grow a beard
hair after hair
plant carefully to not harm root
beard grow blase and debonair
tim e pass
Bud students write - Bud have students - Bud pick fun brew amazement share crop assem ble handouts figure out lesson plans check o ff agenda wade through theory Marsh! - mellow evenings and austere nights —autumn come spring - nostalgic farts - so
what to do - come midterm and Bud berrydive into a pile o f hard-pressed bushes and vow
no shave until work done
but find still have to take a break
- Bud human too granola bar or pea soup - coffee or banana - a whiz - a housemate call - a
neighbourhood stroll - a sanitary swim - health-care jog - refreshing drizzle - take-yourm ind-off mop go to a reading
poetry and snacks
m eet Barbra at the coffee fountain
and apologize
look zombie - Bud say - you know - midterms grades etc. - but Barbra laugh - no - she
say —you look better actually —with all that facial h a ir suddenly Bud
focus on fountain lever with all might
lever refuse to be observed
Bud fumble for a word
Bud ears strangely blurred - Bud never know karate in Bud life - but know now how the
lever work - after that once Bud try - turning and pushing down - pulling and lifting up —
and guy behind show - this is how - just like that other - time in Saint Anna’s - trying to
unlock lock - and guy with towel and thigh cleavage —show - now —clockwise - now
counter—
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clock tick in Bud head
Bud hold breath
imagine Barbra kidding
and smile back
and blush to root o f beard - and pull - die coffee cheer and chirp in cup - beautiful cup say cup - say m irror on the wall - who taller than five inches tall - who have one ball who nut plastic o r paper cup
no one to heed the rustle
and in the bustle Bud
spot muffins
table in back - see - elegance —see grace - Bud dance around to platter - palatal unrest oesophagus delight - embrace a m uffin - take - aspire - waltz tango rhumba rum - but no plate for crumbs so Bud take
one more cup
and go for chairs to find a place
reading about to start
sit near column - to lean on - and hide - but girl behind cant see - move right - there bite down good - ahh hah - at last first reader start
Bud choke
and B arbra's effigy reflection
stare from m irror on the stage
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it is a quiet place

it is a quiet place
between two breaths
some people sculpt
or is it heartbeats
between two lips
it is a sweet tongue
some people speak
or is it tongue tips

it is between
some people slapstick
or is it dreams
it is some drums
some people stroke
it is a striking skin
between two thumbs
between two lungs
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Bad wake op
Bud wake up
first thing morning
Bud brush his teeth
Bud think o f girl
who do her laundry
three times a week
Remember her last night
she run upstairs
Bud get back from the pub at three
She scared & hide
sometime she play the stereo too loud
Bud think she m ust be on the weed
Bud like to hold her
when she wake up
Bud like to kiss her back
To make her coffee or potato
to fry her egg
i f she would like
But she have boyfriend
big & smelly
like burger wrapped in Windsore Scar
M ust be die weed Bud think
that pump his belly up
& make his eyeballs slink
So Bud drink beer
last thing evening
and listen to her moans next floor
and dream the weed
give heart attack to him
and her to Bud forever more
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quay
we’re sitting on the quay
trying to outspit each other, Ron and me.
the waves are lulling the hits
up and down, up and down,
no bull’s eye, or m isses.
the sun is aloof today, in a mist,
ju st light and warm but no sw eat
no glare or bum as last month,
ju st a slight breeze between our shoulders.
our tongues feel heavy
in the late afternoon
summer makes for lazy minds
and limp limbs, and spitting
only makes our m ouths drier.
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L ife in the trenches
2. (factory house)
Promise is promise —Bob is funky landlord —to ever take own bed - down for new Bud Bud quick forget —how hard the floor—how high the moon —how cold the sun —
When bed arrive - big bed and suddenly - sm all room - and soon a desk arrive too —was
Bud ever lucky Was Bud a lackey - ever see hockey - ever sip peach schnapps - ever shoot shot glass No reason for surprises - allow routine - to overtake them - to hunt them down like hares
in a burlap sack What m atter if a tv boom - i f shower in Bud room - Bud quick to take a cue - chalk up
dissatisfactions - dig B u d selfin - ignore the din - fall in —
Underground - place to be - under grid under grind —understand Budself better for this undermine B udself pride—
Underground full o f sound - bowel hunger—nostalgia libido amnesia - growl —
Floor creak - Ceiling crack - central heating go - o ff and on - soft and long - suffer
Sappho souffle sarong voices moans gripes —travel the pipes - sigh and song - static and stutter mice in cupboards - m ite armadas - fuzz flotillas regrouping in comers rattle washer - screech rinsing cycle - hiss and fuss shower - pitter-patter hot w ater pipe
sit still enough for a long enough - tone ceases to m atter - Bud lulled into warp and weft
- ebb and flow - silence and exhalation and heat breath invisible - but for wink o f the lamp - fleeting falter - remind o f the safe in the gut o f the beast - in the womb o f the moon machine - and the wince o f a blizzard outside o f a storm Bud not doubt - this is Factory House - manufacturing fractures—self- pitying pedants But for Bud - it is fun —first tim e ever to be on one’s one—
one on one - the washer and m e—succumb o r defeat - stove and pot - pan and oil —m ilk
and eggs forks and plates rice and spices —
First tim e clothes come out d e a n —rice swell up —carrots boil —it is spring —
Bud would jump —in die dance o f die sun - but for low hit bump head hurt hell ceiling.
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B ad Burton
(Melancholy Musicke Madness)
O, I am taken with S t Vitus dance
Musicke above all things 1 love
Till I be cured or dead thereof
Musitians - flourish! Sorrow - hence!
Boil blood! Bum heart! Intemperance W ell come! Bring your friends!
Drown Reason, Contience stones,
And drown yourselves! Snap smews! Jiggle bones!
Cringe Brain! Pale Ethics - scat!
If thou cannot embrace
These Intrails slimy, this Fleshe fa t
Unfit thou art to utter Grace.

Thou, Gentil Reader, please forgive
I f I do rush the Ending here
My Innards press a mighty Cheer
Even as I for Musick live
(And where didst thou, Muse, disappear?)
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Bud bully
eater conversations
Butt first
(Butt kinder snicker to Buttself
try various funny feces
in the Pants)
Bud buddha
joke about the Anus
immobile Brow
(Brow twitch
in stitch of sorrow
in the mirror and try hide
in the Hands)
Bud bastard
speak in F-words
fiend-phonetic
(the Nerve! the Gut!
the gruesome ghastly
arrogant Build!)
Bud braggart
sermonizing stripper
pedantic prick
(Prick petrifiedwhen is that pooper
going to pay and go?)
Bud bandit
bathroom burglar
baloney blower
(Belly in labour—
when is that bugger
going to the loo?)
Budboddhisattva:
beatitude becomes those only
who believe
(Butt sigh Prick wince
Gut rumble Belly wobble
Brow brace up for another
Holy See
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W atch
You’re pushing my patience,
M ister Blister,
You’re stretching my nerve.
Just be careful, I’m watching you
I’ve got security cameras and conspicuous spies
and minority martyrs and they’re all keeping an eye...
I’ve got agenda addenda, schedule pendulums,
chivalrous bureaucrats, chauvinist chefs.
Cruddy cadavers and surrogate rogues.
Parochial probes and ricochet robots.
Have you heard about hi-tech, my Mister?
Have you heard about hi-fi or sci-fi?
Well, I’ve got it all on the shelf,
and unless you are hustling
tolerance
I’d say, think twice before ringing my doorbell
if you don’t want a shoelace
to strangle your ankle.
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The O rchard
W e went determined
To put away much work.
The cherries had ripened,
Piles o f dry boughs and twigs
to be sorted o u t
But the axes grew tired
Soon, the cherries had had enough.
And we knew how sour they could turn
Merely out o f spite.
Suddenly, Ha! I said.
See what an almond tree has grown here!
It wasn’t here before!
I don’t remember it being here either,
You said, It m ight have been
Brought over from somewhere.
Yeah, it sure looks like a
Brought-over one, I said,
To make you laugh as we
Carried away the baskets.
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fall fossils
The concrete sidewalks bear
Fall fossils
Footprints o f leaves
(Whose tracks are those under the maple trees,
Whose clues or claws or crumbs o r foils?)
Fine fibre dust fills
The furrows and grooves
Conspicuous only to eagles
(Tree creatures stalking the drying slabs?
Catching the silverware unawares?)
Cement sediment
Under the pressures o f sun and rain
Metamorphosing sideways
(The nightmare o f driveways?
The acid rain kisses o f tires?)
Bizarre brown omens
Reflections o f comets
impressed there by the sheer m ight o f their image.
(The smudged muddy traces o f clumsy cows?
They m ust have kept sliding towards the teeth o f cars
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Bud born
1.
in the beginning
there was the word.
God.
that was the word, God!

there was a word?
there was a ward, God,
there was a war.
where were you then, Lord?
there was a Lord?
there was a sword then
there was a sore,
but first there was aa, God,
a a - the first-got.
you were a god, God,
before you were God.
you were a lord, Lord,
before you were Lord.
aa was before be
be was before see
ass followed eye
you followed why
2.
in the m iddle, then,
there were people,
even before God said
let there begin.
people prayed with their palates
and played w ith their plaits,
people pleaded and prattled
and prated and praised.
Lord was a droll f is t
and a troll before that.
God was a dog first,
but f is t it was bog.
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only little by little
people calmed down all ahs
and all ayes and all yahs
and all yays and all ways
only little by little
people tamed bees and seas
and found the right places
for use and ease.
then, in medias res,
God intervened:
he said,
let there be rest.
but instead there were altars
and accents and aches,
there were atoms and ions
and iambs and AIDS
there were ceilings and sales
there were carpets and shales
there were bars there were bras
there were cars there was Mars
there were stare wars and steer wars and store wars and star
there were star wars and star lords and Bud war astar.

3.
yes, one day,
God finally said,
it was almost the end,
one day that God said:
by way o f day,
thou shalt be come, Bud,
by the name o f Bud,
thou shalt be known!
thou shalt be noun, Bud
crowd clown and clone,
thou shalt be verb, Bud,
bum brown and bom.
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thou shalt be none, Bud,
and anyone,
thou shalt be nun, Bud,
and Caliban.
so Bud bom and been
and Bud done and seen
and Bud come and gone
and Bud noun and known
but Bud also verb
Bud worried and word
and Bud weigh and why
Bud listen and heard:

4.
thou shout snout sprout shack shatter and shelter,
thou shoot sham an shame and sham shun and helter skelter,
thou short shirt share and skirt shiver and shoe store
thou show shock sure and sheep shear and snore sore
thou shell shield shard and shovel spear and sword
thou shallow sow slow and sorrow shrivel and shudder
thou shadow shrewd shed and shrine shred and shroud
thou shower sour sear and sound stutter and shutter.
5.
so Bud hear and think
and wonder and wade
and wander and weed
and venture and said:
dao shout, be come, God,
and dao shout, be not come!
to be o r not to be come?
and dao shout, be noun, God,
and dao shout, be verb!
to word or not to be word?
what w ater what war?
who hoodlum who whore?
when want when went?
where w ear where end?
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how howl how holler how hunt and how house?
why whine why wan why wane and why wax?
do you have answers, God,
or do you have bouncers?
do you have reasons, God,
or do you have prisoners?
do you have excuses or ruses o r dates?
are you a loser o r are you afraid?
are you yin o r young?
are you din o r dung?
are you nimble or numb?
or are you deaf and dumb?
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Bother
I just realized w hat's bothering m e - there are no cats in the streets. And I thought I saw
one. Now I am disappointed. Ready to kill. Dressed to la s t Tooth for a tooth. Out
on a limb.
Maybe all cats are domestic ones. Pets. Dregs. Flecks. W hat a drudge. What an
infinitesimal chore. Choke on a bone. Trip on a stone. Different strokes for
different folks.
And maybe there are stray cat brigades. Nettoyeurs. As Victor. In Nikita. Besson’s.
Floating down the streets, around town, ghostly attire, ghastly metier. Patrolling
in the flip hour, when the hungry night beasts roam free. And the light bulbs porch lights - shiver in fear.
Jean Reno is cool in Leon. But Natalie Portman is cooler. Then again, in Star W ars, she’s
straight ice. A frigo. Just the rocks, skip the whisky. W hisk the tickly wristband.
Hide any whiskers in your scruff.
Helena Bonham Carter is bad in the Apes. But worse in Fight Club. I like her better there.
Not for the sweater. N or for the wedding dress. But for the mess.
If I were a dog in this town, I know. I’d be flatulent too. Screwed-up libido. Intended
instincts. Shitting in plastic bags. O r scoops. Birth control and the radio tower.
Blood line and health care. Smile and debonair. O r no walks for a week.
If I were an anteater, I know. I’d be o ff in a snort Second to none. Other, my brother.
The more, the merrier. Outahere, our middle name. Running in the family.
Lassie had it made. Rivers and scenery. So did Chewbacca. Moo and moan, you’ll have
your loan. Grudge and growl, turn into fowl. W illow had a magic wand. Shelley
had a dreary pond.
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For Intuition
Damn, Bessedar!
When are you going to lurk?
These cherubs aren’t what they steam ...
That shallow there - he’s a sly!
See his innocuous - that’s his wedding!
Where are you going? To W elch?
Don’t figure your unbearable!
See this surrender - it’s a life!
That apple is your nicotine.

Remember Sadder!
He was short
Don’t finger your untouchable!
If ever shoot you needle,
Loot!
We shall immediately gangster.
Now scramble, Siddar!
That’s enough for intuition.
Tomorrow is another die.
I need some peas now.
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Bud bartender (short script from, a crypt)
Bacchanalia, Beer-Stonn, Binder-Grinder, and the Boys, stop by the Lasagna Lizard for a
round.
Mother Gaskoyne and the Gas Choir already on site.
Blisters and Ballistics.
Bechamel Snails and Orgiastic Pasta to follow.
Choice o f Engelbert Entrees.
Mayorca Lorca and Mister Marine last seen in the Chamberlain Chamber.
Hillie the Hiss boasts a brand-new bump.
Braggart.
Boob the M ayor, Clumsy Careen croaks from her crepuscule comer.
Waves o f Approval awash from the Washers.
Eyes fixed on the Video Screens.
Referee Blunders greeted by Boos.
Commotion and Din.
Shark the Fin treating himself to the remains o f the Bologna sauce.
Burgundy W ine and Brittany Crepes.
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tap dance
tapping o f the felt pen
upon the echoing desk
morse code for the mice
behind the cardboard walls
drum beat for the words
stepping out o f their brain clothes
onto the naked page
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M erriam W ebster’s O nline Dictionary
1.(pert)
saucily free & forward
flippantly cocky & assured
piquantly stimulating
being trim & chic
is all what pert is.
pertly combative
small, diminutive
is in fact bantam.
but if you’re looking
for a synonym
it would be jaunty genteel or stylish
(but archaic)
sprightly in maimer or appearance
lively.
unless you’re bent on an example
then it’s a pert little hat
o r else a pert notion.
2 . (ass)
o r take ass:
often vulgar
buttocks the seat
o f the body rump
the upper rounded part o f the hindquarters
o f a quadruped mammal
akin to Middle High German
rumph - torso
—the human trunk—
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3. (proboscis)
proboscis means
(to intestine ends)
the trunk o f an
(severely hungry)
elephant; also'.
(for purposes o f torso)
any flexible snout
(beyond all doubt)
rostrum, prow, nozzle...

4. (fam ily m esh)
m EtEr
mAtr
mother moder mOdor m uoter
mater
patEr
father fader
feeder fater
pater
aunt
ante
amita
am m a
amma
uncle
uncle avunculus avus
Earn
ewythr
sister suster sister sweostor
soror
systir
svasr
brother
brOthor
frater
phratEr
bruodor
man
man mon
manu
man
woman woman wlfman
w lf+ m an
homin- homo
homo
h n m m ag e h n m m e ho m in - homo
homage
guma
humus
hum ilis humus
humble
chthOn chamai
sapiens
sapiens
sapient- sapiens sapere
sapient
sage
sapius
sapere
sage
sipus
ansebian
mammalia mammalis
mammal
mamma
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5. (default)
you type in eegit
but it can’t be found
do you mean eyeshot? egghead? wicket? waxed?
or is it okayed, iced, escheat, aced, add , weskit, wised?
assed, asset, aged, eased, echoed, egged, eked, eke out, exit, wacked, yacked, yoked
oogie is not a word
but yogi yuga wussy woozy wishy washy uke ouzo are
Iago Isaiah Oshawa Owasco Esau Wausau Ishii Ochoa Ouija Awaji Yukawa Iyeyasu
Ushuaia
where is that priss
it says it is among the brass
the bros the brios the frizz the frays
the frass frigs frogs frosh freeways prewash prowess
the pricks progs pris praus prius o
forget it
forget about kenosis
or kinesis coinages gamecocks chemises
Senecas sinagogs shamuses semiosis
shynesses sinuses Genesis geniuses keennesses coynesses gaynesses gooeynesses
gunnysacks o r Cenozoics
to cap off:
better keep up,
or shape up, soup up, cobweb, cubeb
skibob, give off, joypop, goof-off,
kebab
and should you need thebesham el...
it's somewhere with the passional back-channel bacchanal basinal piecemeal
visional vaginal vicennial voice m ail Bogomil h e re Bechamel, Louis de,
French courtier
Died 1703
a noun—
a rich white sauce
French etymology
takes about a century
to cross the Channel and appear in a book.
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6. (Bogom il)
and Bogomil —
10th century
Bulgarian priest the founder o f a sect
which held that God
had two sons —
the rebellious Satan
and the obedient Jesus...
a poor bugger by all means,
from Medieval Latin Bulgarus literally Bulgarian from the association o f Bulgaria with the Bogomils, who were accused o f sodomy
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is it a blunder
is it a blunder to wake up in thunder to wake up in utterly other landscape.
the bed is the left on the right is the bed is the wall on the floor.
i seem to have seen these faces seem to have seen but w hy do they croak like crows.
there is a goat on the hill a fool in die m ill a scam in the works.
is it a blues to go suddenly deaf to go suddenly is it a bruise from a coup or a theft.
in sandwich town there is sand which witches witch which is to tickle.
it is a crime as they put it in ice put in ice so much ice is a crime nor the health.
is it a m orning hoarse is it a horse in the morning the galloping galloping horse.
they are some thousand waiting thousand thousand waiting waiting w ailing...
dead in the head o ff dead off with his head up head up the slope and into the shed.
they are working their asses repeat their asses o ff stop RSVP stop complain.
look for a job now look for now not like me not when it’s over it’s over and done with.
is it a stretch o r a strain a stretch or a vein in a vein in a vein o f the eyelid.
take breath take deep breath for what it’s worth what it’s worth is it now is it now.
best friend dirty socks smell o f a hamburger hamburger joint.
dorothy dorothy where do you are you the you do the are you do.
it is a m ilk sh a k e a milkshake and tw ister and torture and peels.
orange grove orange grow stand a sun stand a scent cent.
he was the first guy i met and the last tim e I saw him he was going away.
they don’t do don’t such things such they don’t do they d o n't do they?
think blue think yellow think red now think A and sing O at the sign o f my hand.
not in your country not they in your not country not in your not in your not.
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L ife In the trenches
3. (to escape)
to escape - Bud wander the streets - culture-shod caterpillar - garden-of-Eden gorilla ark-of-Noah ant-knower—art-knower and connoisseur it take courage to not be afraid —it take culture to not interfere—it take savoir faire to
order a b e e r- to revel in hors d ’oeuvres - to rebel in fuehrers —and good
ventilation —to chase out foul odours it take a mole - to dig into carpets and blankets and - make oneself a comfy den - at the
bottom o f a garbage can —
no time to get used to - things go bad too - often day rote is - solace in night tired - help
get to sleep
and funny thing - Bud know it - country rats smell each - other by the anuses —
same smell - same latitude - same small town - replica o f rubble Bud miss big city not - on purpose - cheap chap chirrup - cheerleader o f the gratefully
oppressedconvenience spell it all - convene once more o - desk tin ear - is here
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fall fossils (alternate take)
the concrete sidewalk bears prowl
undisturbed
in the alleys o f night
swollen gums in the submarine dark
sunken eyes and paper cup hearts
the concrete sidewalk bears solve
problems o f food
dilemmas o f diet
ears leaping to the clatter o f spoons
claws whetted on cardboard and curbs
the question is: who is faster
Fall or the Saturday frost
dawn or the gravity calendar
and who is quieter tim e or the butterfly
rot or the galloping cockroach
sometimes it’s as painful
as carrots or celery, oftentimes
it’s ju st beer cans in a backyard
an alarm clock in the m iddle o f January
or the clink o f the pavement pears
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Piggy bank
I never had one. I had one but it was a treasure chest Not much o f a chest and not much
o f a treasure either, seeing as I would never put in something before I needed it out right
away. And what was the point in such a bank?
It was a mean bank too, all the meaner for its puniness. It was made from blue rigid
plastic and had a tight slit that would only accept coins and no returns. Seeing as it
couldn’t be broken I tried to widen the opening with my pirate knife but I could only tear
the plastic a little so that when I turned the chest upside down the coins would fall out.
But they still stuck and I had to pry them loose with a thumb and the plastic scraped and
the coins looked always like the scraps from a mighty dinner.
And what kind o f a self-respecting pirate would settle for such a disgrace? Not me. Not
that I was much o f a pirate except for the jack knife I used to carve boats out o f pine bade.
And then there wasn’t many a body to rob either except for my mom but she didn’t count.
So finally I had to face it. A poor pirate is no pirate and a treasure chest with no treasure
in it is no bank. No piggy bank. I never had one.
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french revolution
the guillotine drops
with a swoon
the fingers are cut
up to the palm
only the thumb
retains some dignity
in the form o f
a quarter o f a nail
it will be hard
to clutch anything
with such an assortment
o f stumps
or account for the gaps
in memory
at the sight o f a fork
or a knife
there is in fact
a moment o f wonderment
right after the fingers
fly o ff
and right before
the wounds start to weep
the ears
to scream
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Life in the trenches
4. (Bertha)
it is an occupation forged - in years —hours o f phone bills - doldrum months Bud breathe with Bertha - over the sea - send breakheart m essages—by satellite some say love peak - with wax and wane o f moon - and Bud believe - Bud w o lfwith school one - thing is certain - Bud soon w ill - fall into a r u t days rhyme till Bud rhyme - Bud neon flicker—Bud bumper sticker—coconut first month hurt - second toil - third m asturbate—fourth shed flakes snakes fifth anorexia - seventh smithereens - thirteenth dyslexia - fifteenth pom magazines eleventh marry seventh - twenty third right smack absurd - thirty first depression burst forty eighth open four year safe a box o f chocolate nipples - a sperm-stained cotton-shirt - a notebook with acacia leaves
- herbarium o f letters one unused condom - two different-colored socks - a photo o f a navel with a d ate—
written in black ink on the back
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post-love liver
gargoyles grin
icicle fangs
streets undulate with undue tang
people grimace
sound turned off
in shop-windows, coats and coughs
patina snot
silver saliva
papyrus heart
platypus feet bleat
potato muscles
cracker bones
sour-cream blood
leek soup brain drain
celibate cell
submarine smell
poutine routine
libido ibid rid
people grin
matinee mutts
pedantic tarantulas prissy scouts
gargoyles grimace
gouged out eyes
at bowls o f worms and burger fries
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O ver th e sea
Over the sea - overseas —underestimates - superposition —job relocation - best
education —pride o f the nation - summer vacation —sim ile homily —metaphor
semaphore - silent e - sudden slur - surly fee - dear Sir Over the sea - over the saw - gravel and grow - travel and trawl - linger long ling bitter bom bring—brought by a mockingbird - dropped in a diamond turd flipped over easy - worm under queasy - surd knight in a street fight —on a lady
blight by the moonlight
Over the sea - airborne m e - in a plane plane—on a trip trip - window seat sit - porthole
view lieu —you —
Over the sea - begin the skin —enter the whirr - commence the fence - whisper we spur
- spread butter spread - pea nut pee - beet root beat Over the sea - over the rainbow - under the stars - Venus and Mars - Pluto and Mercury
- Plato and Hercules - Palestine pricks - Israel chicks - truckers and Tories valets and VIPs —ministers mannequins murderers martyrs - all hurt from heart when they’re apart
Over the sea - seamless and stainless —semen and Sam - salmon and ram - reindeer
rivers - m istletoe mats - Santa team beam in a minute
Over the sea - is a brand new - is a night blue - is a friend true - does a moon mean does a sky seem —does a day die - does a smile shy - can a man moan - can a
rain groan —can a song stray —can a long stay —have a tree leaves - have a home
eaves - have a room m ate—have a clean slate—
Over the sea —uber the mensch —ouvre the Louvre —Oprah rock opera - superstar wars —
W indsor car bores - Sandwich town chores - crush crash course - chaos the
chorus - careful —corals —
Over the sea - oberber leen - ooverver Iayn - odourder bayn - onoumer beenbin bonemer seensin - simsim the sumsum - sipsip —flitflit —flahflah the fleeflee die
liffliff —to slee
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plain song
heart
wing
swift
sing

heart
wing
swift
sing

heart heart
wing wing
swift swift
sing sing

lung
long
light
song

lung lung lung
long long long
light light light
song song song
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Budlst love chant
1.
How dry is m y heart, love?
It's like the bark o f a summer tree.
How do I miss you, love?
It’s like my skin is a sheet o f paper.
How mad am I, love?
It’s like spilled m ilk that doesn’t hear
It’s like a fish that squirms and leaps and
doesn’t know

2.
spill milk
my
all right
rye
river and skin
rim
comb come
crumbs in your hair and under your bum
brim is the gum is hum is the mum is um
lake
lake is the wake and the drake and die milkshake
whip
is the cream is dream is the invisible seams I sew up w ith kissing
hard is
the chair and cold is the
kitchen floor
roar
m elt in the ice cream and butter and pan
man
is no name and no tongue in the brain
mind is a flurry
o f curry and furry and fluttery feathery
edge is
o f tables and counters and bed
bones are
stones are bombs are bumps
triggers and daggers
under the blankets
ambrosia shots
erosion crops
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3.
m ine is
an armpit a nib a dewdrop a mop
yours is a chorus
hours and days
years and layers
livers and loves
m inted placenta
monthly magenta
real unreal
unravel unriddle
another a smother
a cough and a counter
believe me the most unbelievable liveable
m iracle
4.
miraclemiracle
m iricle myrical m yrtle mortal marble marbelical
moilicle monocle manical mandala
manna ‘n ’ monna m onster ‘n’ munster
mamma ‘n ’ mummer moorer ‘n ’ m orer
m istletoe more-you-know
mantle-piece more-you-miss
more-you-miss miss-you-more
miss-you-more carnivore
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B ad porn (in %)
cock cock
cunt cant
come come
cuddle
tickle tickle
kiss kiss
miss
finger
ass ass
hole hole
mush mush
muddle
shag shag
shove shove
shot
shiver

liver
liz liz
lazlaz
lever
sever
suck suck
swig swig
swan swan
nest nest
nine
nibble nibble
nettle
tongue tongue
tang tang
dang dang
dance

dip dip
duck duck
muck muck
moan
groan
gun gun
sun sun
some some
stone
swim
wham wham
ram ram
rom rom
rim arim a
river river
riverrun
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“jum p tomorrow**
it is while I poop peacefully perched on the porcelain bowl
that I hear a yowl from the neighbours below, or in any case,
some sort o f a yelp, a high-pitched moan.
I imagine them humping and the bowl is trembling like
a tuning fork, and my breast seems as hollow as gourds
clanking at the stroke o f a stick.
it is distant, the humping, and barely audible, like a giant approaching
from underground, like the heartbeat deep in my belly,
rising up through the drum o f the diaphragm.
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breath in/breath out
talk to me
tah!

toll!
talk to m e...
why do you minim?
how to say?
heave a sigh
hack it out
holler it
what is it?
speak!
spit it out!
spatter it
I have a spoon...
won’t you speak?
terrible!
tired o f all this
I won’t say a word
ever again
dumb are you?
rfamn you!
don’t tell me
I don’t care
drum are you?
beat!
beat for you
batter you
bother

that’s right
sip some tea
hide away
hide all day
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won’t you talk?
lean on me
let me know
let m e now
I know it's a phhh
try!
trip!
spoil it all!
o for an o ...
open it
opera
obstacle
oboe
obstreperous
trust me
truce
tangerine?
tambourine?

strip me
strap
and another strap
clasp
and another clasp

slip slap
slap
slap slip slip
slap
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eat me
heat
heed me
hit
fit me
fist
piss me
spit
tip me
trip
trap me
part
pout me
shout
shut me
sheet
sheep m e
peach
cheap m e
choud
goudm e
goan
grounm e
groan
ride me
raid
rape me
rave
rapier
reindeer
rindhear
hindrear
drawnear
bawnier
mawn
raw
aw
wwwwwww
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Jeans
The jeans are stiff and enduring, they will take on the shape o f the body. The shape o f the
body I want to take. To undertake the shape o f the body I want to be the jeans. The
creases to fit in the bumps to be filled by the lumps I w ant To be taut where some fat or
hang loose is put on or lo st To be thin and thick when it’s cold and h o t And the hardness
o f muscles and the softness behind the knees and the torque o f the hips. How the fluff
tickles how the buttocks round. I want to. Get w et when the sweat and flap and cling in
the wind when the run. And tear when the rip from hate or a bleeding man for a bandage.
To make.
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Author’s note.
This is a conspiracy.
Everyone's complimenting me.
I’m on the verge o f arrogance:
“What did you expect?”
“Isn’t it obvious?”
“O f course I am!”
Now it’s m y turn.
Is it the etiquette here
to parrot the praise?
Why do I feel like a hypocrite?
What if I flashed back an idiot smile?
I like to think o f m yself as a child,
an innocent shmuck, protected from insult,
and blind to seduction.
I like to think o f my admirers as friends.
But I know this is a war.
O f handkerchiefs.
Right hook, left uppercut.
Perfume and pose.
We dance around, eloquent swans,
foils in hand,
and pretend that’s artificial blood,
on the floor.
But it’s not.
People are getting h u rt
And it’s only a matter o f chance
Who dies first and who lives to be poisoned.
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L ife In the trenches
5. (future - first draft)
at ten a dw arf dangle from w harf—at thirteen squeeze a lemon - at twenty four - new
day begin - at thirty one - new month
ramshackle rogue - hiatus ace - drum drunkard —clunky bunk
at fifty long food o f the worms - at forty four a m aple coffin - at twelve - new foot begin
- at two point five new inch —
three triplets trapped in mud - five foci fingered gently - ten tons traumatic landslide twelve dozen dimes dream dreams
at thirty two who marry who - at twenty seven what mean what - why forty four when where six where
stroke dead struck egg lay last day drape fly first dug dick roof red chalk chew cut edge
dawn gone done harbinger a deaf
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Bud b ite the butter
O, Bertha, where are you?
I want to cook.
Why did you go so far away?
I’m making peanut butter sandwich
and som e soup.
We could have ordered pizza,
or lasagna.
My tongue gets goose bumps
when I lick the knife.
You’ve left your fingerprints
in m y ears.
The coroners will find you easily
when I am gone.
They’ll ask hard questions.
Be prepared.
W here were you at the dawn o f May?
W hat is that cookie cutter doing
in your purse?
And then they’ll bring you lunch.
You’ll be exhausted.
You w on’t go to the funeral.
It w ill be hot.
You’ll take a shower and a salad.
I’m m aking radishes and lettuce your favourite.
I'll beat the yoghurt later.
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wire
this telephone wire
leads away from m e
as an umbilical
across the vacuumed floor
as an umbilical
this telephone wire

it leads the way to you
this sinuous snake
this zigzag trail
among the trees
the way to yon
among the trees

this copper rope
tugs at m y guts
when I call you
tugs at m y guts
across the many miles
when I call you
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(epilogue)
It IS

as simple as
this
you start to
leave
I start to
miss
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V ita Auctoris
Iliya Patev was bom in 1978 in Vama, Bulgaria in a neat workers’ family. He started
studying English in grade three, and listening to the Beatles in grade four. In grade six he
learned the Beatles were a band and not just one singer. By that time he had already
switched from piano to guitar. In grade nine, his broken heart burst into poetry, and
shortly after, into song. “On me don't count, I’ll fail” his first song sang. In grade twelve,
he made a m ajor claim as a songwriter at his prom. “Do you have something to tell me,
do you want to ask me something,” he intoned. He graduated from the American
University o f Bulgaria in May 2000 with a Bachelor o f Arts in English. “W hy can 't we
start over” he wailed two months earlier at an open mike night. For a new start he came
to Canada where he is currently pursuing a Master o f A rts degree in English and Creative
W riting at the University o f Windsor. He expects to graduate in June 2002.
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